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France’s leading audiovisual group, France Télévisions, is taking its
technological transformation forward with Capgemini and Perfect Memory
A duo of data and artificial intelligence to enable France's leading audiovisual group to
draw upon the data generated by more than 500,000 active TV programs
Paris, December 7th 2020 – France Télévisions, the country’s leading audiovisual group, has
appointed Capgemini to develop its “Data and Artificial Intelligence” department based on the
DAM (Data Asset Management) solution from the French start-up Perfect Memory, with the aim
of continuing the ongoing modernization of its TV program production and broadcasting
resources.
Operating within the technology department, the “Data and Artificial Intelligence” (“DaAI”) function was
created in late 2019 to support the modernization of resources for the production and broadcasting of TV
programs. Recently scooping the Technology & Innovation award 20201 given by the European Broadcasting
Union for its assistance system used in the analysis of political debates, France Télévisions has decided to
strengthen this department to be able to carry out more projects and recently conducted two tenders with
this in mind.
Frédéric Brochard, Technology Director at France Télévisions said, “In 2019, I set out to create a Data and
Artificial Intelligence department to unite and stimulate the company’s initiatives in these two areas
concerning transformation and modernization, both of which are vital for us. Achieving greater efficiency in
our processes, assisting with decision-making for our programs and channels, providing better search tools
for our journalists and guaranteeing improved exposure for our content, are all areas which this department
has the task of identifying and developing. To achieve this, I would like to draw upon existing expertise and
best practices, and I am very proud of and confident in the relationships we have forged with Capgemini
and Perfect Memory.”
The increasing prevalence of artificial intelligence (AI) solutions is today providing major benefits in the
classification of audiovisual content. The fifteen or so data experts from the “DaAI” department have the
task of carrying out monitoring work, testing AI solutions and producing proofs of concepts to be able to
then incorporate these tools within France Télévisions’ workflows. The constantly increasing audience sizes
for the France Télévisions group’s digital products is automatically ushering in new services (clearer
navigation, better recommendations, a more comprehensive search from among the thousands of programs
available at any time, etc.), behind which the quality and variety of the programs’ descriptive data play a
key role.
Capgemini chosen to design new usage scenarios for AI applied to television
France Télévisions launched a Europe-wide public tender in April 2020 involving 25 companies or groups. At
the end of this tender, France Télévisions chose Capgemini’s expertise for the organization and
implementation of new projects in the fields of data and artificial intelligence applied to France Télévisions’
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activities. As examples, data and artificial intelligence can be used for audience prediction purposes, looking
beyond the possibilities offered by traditional measurement tools, or for the creation of decision-making
tools to assist with the programs and for information purposes. Drawing upon its experience with
technological transformation projects for international businesses in the media industry, Capgemini stood
out for its extensive knowledge of data and AI projects performed worldwide and its capacity to put together
a team of experts.
Xavier Moy, Media & Entertainment Sector Director at Capgemini in France: “Capgemini is particularly proud
to be supporting France Télévisions in its digital transformation. As part of our work for France’s leading
audiovisual group, we will be drawing upon our international experience with media challenges and
opportunities and our Data and Artificial Intelligence center of excellence to assist the different activities
around their use of data.”
Cooperation with Perfect Memory for the deployment of a knowledge engineering platform
France Télévisions also selected the start-up Perfect Memory for the development of an engineering platform
for the knowledge, data and content to be collected and used by the group, all these tools being aimed at
information and program creation specialists.
Perfect Memory’s “DAM” product will create France Télévisions’ Data-Hub2, a Cloud solution reserved for
authorized staff and services, containing high value program data collected and enhanced by the DaAI
Department, to fill the ‘Media Factory’. For the purpose of this project, DaAI handles the task of data
identification and recovery (both within France Télévisions and from outside), and the AI processing and
consolidation of all data in a Datalake, i.e. a cloud-based secure distributed storage area. All of the AI
expertise and development needed to create this Datalake is available in-house.
Steny Solitude, founder of Perfect Memory, explained: “We are very proud to have been selected by an
institution like France Télévisions for such an ambitious project. The decision by France TV to focus on the
revelation and preservation of the wealth of digital assets created and managed in-house will see the group
engaging in a competitive process which could eventually enable it to outperform certain major players in
the digital sector. The introduction of a genuine life-cycle governance system for data and content - from its
creation and monetization to its processing, enrichment and sharing - represents a genuine paradigm shift
in the broadcasting world”.
About the France Télévisions Group
As the leading audiovisual group in 2019 with a 28.9% audience share, each day France Télévisions reaches
32 million French people thanks to a rich and diverse range of editorial content. Comprised of 4 national
channels with complementary content (France 2, France 3, France 4, France 5), a regional and overseas
network and a news service active in all media, franceinfo, the France Télévisions Group is involved in all
types of programmes bringing viewers real choice at all times.
Further information: https://www.francetelevisions.fr/groupe
About Capgemini
Capgemini is a global leader in consulting, digital transformation, technology, and engineering services. The
Group is at the forefront of innovation to address the entire breadth of clients’ opportunities in the evolving
world of cloud, digital and platforms. Building on its strong 50-year heritage and deep industry-specific
expertise, Capgemini enables organizations to realize their business ambitions through an array of services
from strategy to operations. A responsible and multicultural company of 265,000 people in nearly 50
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Data-Hub is a technical solution which can be plugged in to this Datalake. This solution serves four main functions:
A powerful search engine able to make the most of data linked to more than 500,000 active programmes.
A graphical user interface with a media player able to present the content and all of the associated knowledge.
A capacity to present the data to the users, whether human or machine, while at the same time managing their access rights.
A processing management function combined with a rules engine to enable each individual programme, programme family,
series, genre or sub-genre to be considered differently with regard to the use and enhancement of its data.
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countries, Capgemini’s purpose is to unleash human energy through technology for an inclusive and
sustainable future. With Altran, the Group reported 2019 combined global revenues of €17 billion.
Visit us at www.capgemini.com
About Perfect Memory
Founded in 2008 by its CEO Steny Solitude, Perfect Memory is today part of the implid group. With the
objective of bringing its clients the best of big data, Digital Asset Management and the Semantic Web, the
start-up markets a cloud-based semantic Digital Asset Management platform that improves and enriches
product descriptions and searchability for web players’ products and services. Perfect Memory helps web
players to boost their turnover thanks to rich and engaging product catalogues. At the outline stage up until
now, an initial version of the product was launched in 2013, with its DAM-as-a-Brain Perfect Memory first
being marketed in 2015. Perfect Memory caters to the media, the media agencies and the e-commerce
market. Perfect Memory has been awarded “Top 10 Semantic Startups” status during the SemTech Business
in San Francisco. It was a Finalist Awardee for the IBC 2013 Innovation for Content Management Award,
joined the “Excellence Club” of the French Public Investment Bank (BPI) in September 2014 and European
Excellence Award in September 2015.
www.perfect-memory.com
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